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Editorial
I am an M75 even though I am only 74. Some people find it a bit odd that we all become a year older on January 1 st. Be
thankful that you don’t live in South Korea. There, time in the womb counts and a newborn baby is considered to be 1
year old. They also have the Jan.1st rule, like orienteering. Thus, a baby born at 11.59 pm on Dec. 31st becomes a twoyear old one minute after being born. This affects lots of age-related matters (starting school, military service, age at
which you can vote etc.). A survey in South Korea showed that 60% of the population think that this is all nonsense. A
Korean MP has tabled a bill to try to change things.
When my eldest son was born we included him in our family membership. BOF sent him a membership card saying that
he was an M0, an age class which doesn’t actually exist in their system.

Odds and Ends
Any large object or landscape feature should appear on an orienteering map. That is not always the case. Some
years ago, at a big event run on army terrain, I came face to face with a large unmapped object. It was a tank
(Centurion, not water). Clearly it had not been included on the map but the Planner/Organiser felt that they should
do something about this. In the early days of orienteering, when you drew your course on your map, there would
also be a “map corrections” section where you had to correct the map before you started. That couldn’t happen in
this case but the Planner had come up with a solution. Written on the side of the tank in large white letters, it
said “THIS TANK IS NOT HERE”.
Dave Nevell in CompassSport notes that since 2006 the CompassSport Trophy has only been won by an English club
(Scotland has dominated) on one occasion. That was the SROC win in 2015.
It is in the nature of things that club membership fees tend to increase year by year. Not always so! The SROC
element of the annual membership fee is £5 for seniors and £0 for juniors. At the Club AGM in 1991 the figures
were increased to £5 and £2 so the senior fee is the same as it was 28 years ago and the junior fee has
disappeared. Why might this be so? Wearing my Treasurer’s hat I would point out that membership fees are quite
a small part of the Club’s income. We make our money from event income and keeping membership fees low should
help recruitment.
One has to ask why the last day of the Scottish 6-Days is the northernmost area being used when the majority of
competitors will be travelling southwards afterwards.
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Park-run courses
LOC have put on a “Park-run” series using areas which
are largely parkland. This is particularly good for
beginners.
The map shows one of the courses at the Brockholes
Lake District Visitor Centre event which attracted over
170 entries, many of them newcomers.
There were some bits of “real orienteering” on this
course, not least control 16. Despite the way that it
appears on the map, it was about 1m from the water on a
rocky outcrop with trees growing out of it. One could
imagine a beginner arriving just south of the control (the
control wasn’t visible til you got there) and thinking “It
can’t possibly be round there”. A lot of the people who
did go “round there” will have got their feet wet.
The event would also have appealed to newcomers due
to the facilities (café etc) at Brockholes and the other
attractions (high-level tree walk etc.).

Individual and Club Rankings
Some of you will remember that in the past I have asked whether the rankings, both individual and club, are very
meaningful. Others seem to have their doubts as well. Brian Johnson (WIM) wrote a letter to CompassSport entitled
“Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics” which was all about this topic. He notes that in the Top Orienteers 2018 list the 25th
ranked M21 is higher than the highest ranked M65, even though there are approximately the same number of people in
those classes. There is not a single M70 or M75 in the top 120! This despite the fact that many of the runners in those
age groups have British Championship titles on their CVs. It doesn’t make sense that an M75 who once was an M21
British Champion and who still orienteers regularly, should not be ranked in the top 120. Now, I have said in the past that
if the Ranking List is simply designed to show that M21s can run faster than anyone else then it is pointless. It only has
meaning if it ranks runners against others of the same age. The Club Ranking list is based on the individual rankings so
any discrimination in favour of particular age classes filters through to the Club list. Looking at the ranking lists, Brian
feels that they discriminate against, amongst others, women and the elderly.
Dave Nevell, who produces the Club List, makes the point that he has no control over the Individuals List. However, there
is an age/gender adjustment process which he designed. It uses “parkrun” factors which seek to normalise 5km running
times on an easy surface, adapted to allow for the fact that the elderly slow down by a greater amount in forest terrain.
Additionally, there seems to be a greater gender gap in orienteering, compared with road running. Thus Dave claims that
his system does not discriminate against the elderly and women. That’s fine but one cannot get away from the fact that
the top of the Individual List is solid with M21s. If you are a W65 and you have won BOC, the JK etc., then you should be
near the top of the list, but that doesn’t seem to happen. Dave suggests that the system needs “re-tuning”.
Brian responded to all this by suggesting that there should be separate lists for forest and urban events. At urban events
it is all about running speed whereas in the forest it is about navigational ability. I would agree with this. As an M75 I
would do much better against an M21 (relatively speaking) in dense complex forest (where everyone had to slow down)
rather than in parkland where I would be left for dead.
Dave accepts that urban results do not equate with forest running. A poor urban result results in a smaller deficit than an
equivalent forest performance.

The next edition of CompassSport contained a follow-up letter from Brian Johnson. He had produced an alternative
Age/Gender-adjusted list. His method is too involved to detail here but his list looked a lot more realistic. The top
orienteer’s age classes are M21, M70, M80, W40, M21, M65, M40, W60, M21, W60, W70 …… The first W60 in this list is
Jane Anthony and the suggestion that there should be two lists, for forest and urban orienteering, was commented on.
Jane’s results are entirely for urban orienteering whereas most of the top runners have the bulk of their results from forest
events. David Roome comes 101st in the new list and Iain Embrey 120th=.
At the end of the day, I don’t think that one should take the ranking lists too seriously.
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David and Miriam
Rosen appeared in
CompassSport
looking rather happy
at the 5 + 5 Park
World Tour in Italy.
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Jane Anthony has had a
good year and on the
basis of the “adjusted”
figures (see above)
would be 8th in the
National Rankings.

On the Beer Trail by Chris Roberts
I found out quite recently that West Cumberland Orienteering Club (WCOC) lay on a beer trail each
December/January somewhere on the Lakeland fells. This is a navigational challenge with a tangible reward for
accurate navigation!
This winter the trail started at a grid referenced location which turned out to be on Threlkeld Knotts at a spot that
anyone running the Clough Head race would recognise. Mark Edwards proposed that we have a go and we duly
ventured to St John’s in the Vale in early January.
This is an extract from the WCOC website entry:
Beer Trail 2018:
Opens Saturday 22nd December, closes end of January 2019. Usual format – go to the first checkpoint
(see below) where you’ll find a stake with the next grid reference. Carry on until you get to the beer &
chocolate. There's a visitor book in the cache to sign and comment when you have found it.
MAPS:
You’re recommended to download the specially prepared Orienteering maps (1:12500 - click here for
North and South maps) but if you do, then take the full OS map as well, for emergency routes off.
There are some very steep slopes and big crags on the west side, not shown on the O map.
Both the Long and Short courses need both the North and South sheets of the map.
Otherwise, It’s all on the OS 1:25,000 NE sheet - or take a map that is bounded by grid lines 31 (W), 36
(E), 27 (N), and 18 (S)

We had downloaded and printed the special maps and were carrying the OS as well, as recommended. It would have
been possible to complete using just the OS map but the extra detail of the orienteering maps certainly helped. I
would normally describe the route choices we made at this point but WCOC ask that the cache location is not
revealed so you will have to follow the trail yourself! It’s open until the end of January so there’s a chance you might
read this in time. If not there’s always another challenge next year.
It was a very cold day so despite having set off intending on doing the long version we dropped down to short at the
point that the two routes diverged. We still ended up covering over 15km so I don’t feel too bad about that! The beer
was well-chilled and someone had already eaten all the chocolate.
A great idea as the challenge is there for an extended period and is a good way to practise navigation without the
pressure of a race. A couple of friends even did it in the dark for night nav. practice.

Mark and Chris, somewhere en-route.

(They were either on a very steep bit of hillside
or else someone can’t hold a camera straight
--Ed.)

.
http://www.wcoc.co.uk/event/beer-trail-2018-continues-end-january
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The Lakes 5 Days
There have been seven L5Ds, starting in 1994. NWOA has put on the L5D every 4 years since then.
They grew out of the old Mammoth events and they are the main source of income for the NWOA.
Recently the question of whether they are a good idea (in terms of the effort involved and the benefits that
they bring) has been raised and it is necessary to decide whether there should be an L5D in 2022. Some
people feel that they drain the resources of the region (e.g. volunteer help and use of our best areas). The
proposed alternative would be a series of large events of different types (forest, urban etc.) spread
throughout the year. The alternative view is that a summer holiday event draws people into our region, it
only happens once every four years and it is a major source of income for the region and hence for the
north-west clubs. Part of the negativity on the part of those questioning the event may have arisen as a
result of some problems with the 2018 event. These were mainly concerned with the long walks to some
of the Starts, together with some bussing problems on one of the days. There have also been concerns
that events which are part of a 5-day scenario ought to be physically easier than stand-alone events.
Regarding finance, the seven L5Ds have generated £188,000 for NWOA. In the same time frame BOCs
and JKs have generated £16,000. £168,000 of the L5D money has gone directly to the NW clubs. There
has been additional funding of Youth Games and other projects. The L5Ds have also led to the mapping
of new areas and have generated economic benefits for the Lakes tourist industry.
NWOA has set up a sub-committee to consider all of this and they will seek the views of NW clubs.
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Chris’s Joss
The challenge set by fell running legend Joss Naylor is for more mature (i.e. over 50) runners and involves a traverse of the
Lakeland fells from Pooley Bridge in the East to Greendale Bridge in the West. The distance is usually quoted as 48 miles with
something between 16,000 and 17,000 feet of ascent, with a time limit of between 12 hours and 24 hours depending on age.

In 2016 I “supported” Ian Roberts, a member of Bowland FR and a stalwart
supporter of many Bob Graham and Joss attempts, on his JNL Challenge.
We covered the first leg in the dark in around five hours, and Ian went on
to complete within his target time. That was my first brush with the
challenge and I gradually came to think that perhaps I could do it myself.
Preparations faltered in 2017 because of various injury setbacks, although I
did manage a recce of the second leg. At the start of 2018 I began to
include some longer runs in my training and entered the Ingleborough
Marathon and Lyke Wake Challenge as part of my build up. I made a point
of running as a “pacer” for three other runners’ JNLC, twice on leg two and
once on leg one.
This was leaving me under-recced on the second half of the challenge so I
had a grand day out running from Dunmail to Borrowdale via leg three,
and returning by two buses. Unfortunately a fall in Borrowdale gave me a
knee injury which hampered my attempt to recce leg 4 a week or so later,
and was still niggling when I started out on the challenge attempt on
August Bank Holiday Saturday.

I won’t bore people with a step by step description of the route but I thought a few words about the friends that helped me complete my Joss
Naylor Lakeland Challenge in August 2018 might be of interest.
I had chosen the late August bank holiday weekend with the following weekend as fall back and had received a great response from potential
helpers and pacers, not all of which were available on all the dates. However I had confidence that I had enough people available to go on
any day.
The weather looked OK for the first Saturday and I took Pete Tayler’s advice to choose a day and just go. Decision made and then my plans
started to falter. My leg one crew was looking thin on the ground due to injury and other commitments but then Josie Greenhalgh stepped in.
Mark Sammon, who was down as navigator, decided he could push his injury rather than let me down, and Ed Gleadowe responded to a late
plea and was also ready to go at 4am on the bridge at Pooley!

My valiant road crew of Sophie and Sarah had made sure I was there
too. Their day started at 2am and didn’t finish until after midnight the
next night!
So leg one went pretty much according to plan. Starting with torches
and maintaining my schedule until the Kirkstone pass car park hove into
view. I had chosen a 16:45 schedule so had 75 minutes for
contingencies. Mark had navigated well from out in front, Josie and Ed
had kept my spirits up and things looked good. The sun rose and the
clouds started to lift and part.
Tom Barkas had set up his “pop-up café” on the car park and was ready
with hot drinks. Sarah had baked many cakes for the support crew and
these were going down well too.
After only a few minutes it was off with a new team, climbing towards where the sun was by now shining on Red Screes. John Millen
was now in charge of navigation (!) with John Evason and Dan Hartley carrying my kit and generally scurrying to and fro. I always
think of the second leg as being by far the easiest and it went well apart from a little shoe trouble. I found my insoles were riding up
and digging into my heels, slowing me down. I swapped shoes at Dunmail Raise and had no further problems of that kind. Coming
over Seat Sandal close to the end of the leg I was greeted by Matt Rooke who had run up from Dunmail. The rest of the family:
Becca, Hattie and six day old Cecily were waiting with Sarah and Sophie and the leg three team. Josie had also come along to wish
me well. This was my rice pudding and peaches stop, and I departed more or less still on schedule with Josh Hartley, Simon Austin

and James Goffe. Josh was taking over the navigation from here to Sty Head. My leg two pacers decided to run back to Kirkstone to
get their full money’s worth.
It was turning into a fantastic day with good visibility and I really should have been enjoying it. On the slog up to High Raise I was
flagging and started to get worse by the time we were ascending Bow Fell. Josh was practically force feeding me as I was clearly
suffering from insufficient fuel. Looking back I realise that I had covered the first two legs feeling fine but not eating enough, and
was now paying for that mistake.
As a result my schedule started to slip but I still had time in hand to complete within the allotted 18 hours for 60-64 year olds. I
enjoyed a sunny picnic at Sty Head (which Sophie had brought up for me) and bade farewell to Josh, James and Simon after spending
rather longer with them than expected! It was good to see a few more supporters (Jess Lawrence, Elaine Sutton and Iain Embrey, plus
members of Iain’s family) and my four leg four pacers all enjoying the late afternoon sunshine.
Somewhat later than planned I see off up Great Gable along with Darren Baker (navigation), Rob McKeever and Sue and Zoe
Harding. After the first climb I was entering new territory for me so had the benefit of novelty to add to the impressive scenery. I was
starting to buck up from having eaten better but was still dropping minutes here and there. Zoe, who was in charge of recording times
on this leg, did a good job of concealing exactly how much time I was losing and assured me that we were well on target. Darren lead
the way confidently and Zoe gave me regular updates on the amount of climb left on each ascent. I was enjoying things again now
and really appreciated the company of my pacers. The time was passing but so was the distance. We ran into a little low cloud and
then darkness began to fall. Luckily I had reminded everyone to bring headtorches just in case I was later than planned, and these
were needed from Seatallan onwards. The descent from Middle Fell seemed to take an age despite running hard all the way. Darren
made sure I took the correct paths and Zoe paced me to arrive to cheers from my road crew and Mark Edwards and Elaine Sutton who
were also in support. Finally I was standing on Greendale Bridge and shaking Joss’s hand. A mere 17 hours and 56 minutes after
leaving Pooley Bridge.

Many thanks to all the helpers I have named, and the others who I know would have been there for me if I had chosen a different day.
I was under-prepared but my friends brought me through.

Chris Roberts
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Club Handicap and Prizegiving
There was snow on the ground but it wasn’t too cold in the woods. Alex Finch had mapped the northern
part of the Leighton Hall estate and had also planned the courses and worked out the handicaps.
There was a mass start at 1pm with a planned winning time of about 30 minutes. The area is largely
limestone so one had to be careful where one put one’s feet but visibility was good and not many people
appear to have got seriously lost.
James Bellarby duly came home in first place to take the trophy in a time of 25-47. There was serious
competition for the runners-up slot with Alex Matthew heading Michael Finch by 5 seconds.
It was considerably warmer in the tea-rooms for the Prizegiving, Raffle and a competition organised by
Gavin Smith.
The raffle prizes were enhanced by a large number of jars of home-made jam and quite a few people went
home with a prize of some sort.

Prizes were presented by Club Chairman Mark Edwards to the
following:
Handicap
Overall Men’s Champion
Overall Women’s Champion
Best Newcomers
Most improved orienteer
National and Provincial Trophy
M10 Ben Todhunter
M14 Alex Matthew
M16 Finlay Johnson
M18 Danny Lusardi
M20 Laurence Johnson
M21 Iain Embrey
M35 David Roome
M40 Luigi Lrose
M45 Tom Matthew
M50 Mark Edwards
M55 Mike Johnson
M60 Andy Quickfall
M65 Martyn Roome
M70 Julian Lailey
M75 Brian Looker
M80 Peter Knott

James Bellarby
David Roome
Jane Anthony
Bellarby family
Karen Quickfall
Tony Marlow
W10 Ellie Todhunter
W12 Cate Matthew/Marnie Lusardi

W20
W21
W35
W40

Annie Ockenden
Enrada Cepele
Heather Roome
Sarah Watkins

W50
W55
W60
W65
W70

Deb Murrell
Mary Ockenden
Jane Anthony
Miriam Rosen
Dawn Lock

Handicap winner James Bellarby together
with the rest of the family, Jessica and
Erik, with the Best Newcomers trophy.

Alex has produced the histogram shown on the left which
shows the percentage difference in mins/km compared with
his prediction for each runner, adjusted to be centred on the
mean finishing time of 40 mins.

Stamina, Suppleness and Strength
In the mid 1980’s the National Post Magazine
(no …. I don’t remember it either) published an article
entitled “Getting Fit the Family Way”. It had a section
on orienteering saying that …”it is a sort of competitive
navigation on foot . . . in which enthusiasts claim that
exertion goes almost unnoticed”. Readers will not be
surprised to hear that your editor has definitely noticed
the exertion.
The article then lists the benefits (as on the right) of a
variety of activities in terms of stamina, suppleness and
strength.
Clearly, there is little point in me doing any housework
from now on.

New Year Cracker

Tom Matthew seemed to enjoy it.

A good turn-out in fine weather at Sizergh. The course involved
doing one, two or no loops (see top left) before a score event (on
the right).
However, you couldn’t do part of a loop or you wouldn’t get any
points for the controls on that loop. Thus, there were more
decisions to be made at the start than usual.
It was very much simply hard running with relatively little
wooded areas.
The NWJS banner is shown on the left.

Forest Roller Coasters
Following my mention of
head-cam orienteering
videos on YouTube last
time, the latest craze (with
quite a few videos) seems
to be roller coasters
through the forest.
I have always thought that
being tripped up by string
courses in the woods
presents a problem for the
rest of us but this is a whole
new ball game.
Is there an IOF symbol for
roller coasters?

The picture above comes from a video which you can find by typing Gatlinburg Mountain Coaster in the
YouTube search. The ride starts rather slowly but speeds up near the end.

Fixtures
See www.SROC.org for details
Night Street League
60/75 min score events Starts 6.30 – 7.30 £3/£1
Wed 6 Feb

Clayton le Woods

Wed 20 Feb Chorley
Wed 6 March Cottam
Wed 13 March Warton and Freckleton

Tim Watkins Trophy
Sun 3 March Silverhow

Park-O-Runs
30 min score Starts 9.30 – 10.30 £2
Sat 9 March Williamson’s Park
Sat 16 March Williamson’s Park

National Event
Sun 24 March Hampsfell

Spring Series
Yellow + tech £5/£2
Sat 30 March

Beacon Fell

Sat 27 April Duxbury

Summer Sprint Series
Prologue + final 6.30 – 7.30
Tue 7 May Williamson’s Park
Tue 21 May Salt Ayre
Tue 4 June Clitheroe
Tue 18 June Astley Park
Tue 2 July Lancaster University

Next Newsletter: end March. All contributions very welcome. Send to dick.collins@btinternet.com
Photos particularly welcome. Many thanks

